**NEW RELEASES COMING IN 2020!**

**Astronomy Fluxx**

Released January 9th

If you’ve ever dreamt of being an astronaut, Astronomy Fluxx is for you! This version will take you into outer space, but it’s not sci-fi. Featuring stunning NASA photographs of planets and other astronomical objects, you’ll have a blast learning about space and humankind’s space flight history in this latest installment in the educational Fluxx series.

**Tiny Fluxx**

Limited BGX Release: April 4th

Tiny Fluxx is a fun-sized sample version of Fluxx, featuring miniature cards and very small subjects. Packaged in a teeny little box with just only 21 cards, it’s the perfect way to learn the game for those who haven’t played Fluxx before, and it makes for a great giveaway!

**SpongeBob Fluxx Specialty Edition**

Projected Release: May 21st

You probably already know who lives in a pineapple under the sea, but now you can join the whole Bikini Bottom gang in an undersea version of Fluxx! You can steal Mr. Krab’s Money or Squidward’s Clarinet, give a Krabby Patty to Plankton – you could even drive off in the Invisible Boatmobile! So, if nautical nonsense be something you wish, you don’t have to use your imaaaagination, just play Fluxx like a fish!

**Star Trek: Voyager Fluxx**

Projected Release: July 30th

Journey home from the Delta Quadrant aboard the Starship Voyager! The fourth Fluxx-style excursion into the Star Trek universe features Captain Janeway and her crew along with plenty of their enemies: The Kazon, Species 8472, and of course, the Borg. You will also find several Timeships, the Holographic Doctor’s mobile emitter, and Janeway from the Future. The usual ever-changing rules of Fluxx apply, with a few new twists like the Caretaker and Ancestor’s Eve.

*Imagery pending licensor approval.

**Nomids, Ice Duo, Martian Chess, and Homeworlds**

These beautifully abstract, standalone games make up **Pyramid Quartet**, and also expand the vast playability of Pyramid Arcade! Nomids is a fast and easy luck-based game for up to 10 players, and Ice Duo is a combination of two very different games: Ice Dice and Twin Win! Players that enjoy more of a strategic challenge will love a mind-bending game of Martian Chess, or an epic game of interstellar exploration like Homeworlds!

On **KICKSTARTER** until March 17th, in distribution October 2020!

More information about our new and upcoming releases can be found at [www.looneylabs.com/media-coverage](http://www.looneylabs.com/media-coverage)!